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HOUSEHOLD SURVEY 
Steps to undertake household survey 

Rough Mapping 

Numbering- first in chalk and then in colour paint 

Filling out questionnaire 

Community Meetings in group 
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Introduction 

This module explores the creation of opportunity and the capacity building of 

professionals and of community leadership to create a household survey in which the 

information about the households and individuals residing within the household is under 

taken. The next module will outline how the data should be used to address different 

purposes with detail case studies. 

The household survey can be undertaken at a settlement level or at a ward or district 

level within the city or at the city wide levels. Regardless of the level in which the survey 

is conducted, the basic strategy remains the same: to create a tool that facilitates the 

communities to undertake their own data collection and reflection; to make the process 

participatory with a view to empower residents association with knowledge which is 

based on evidence and data; to allow the communities to build an internal consensus 

and promote external advocacy over time, long after the data collection is over. 
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Unit 1: Undertaking survey of households 

1.1       Initiating the process  

 If the surveyor is involved in data collection for the first time, it would be useful to 

look at various other questionnaires and attempt to administer them. The 

surveyor has to be clear if he/she needs to communicate with the community; it is 

helpful to truthfully acknowledge if the surveyor is learning with the community 

and conduct a few trials before actually forming the questionnaire. 

 Designing the questionnaire: The initial questions should be about facts and the 

answers should be short and clear. The interview should be just long enough to 

hold the attention span of the slum dweller. If people provide additional 

information which is not part of the questionnaire, the information should be 

included as notes. Community members should be encouraged to interview each 

other and the surveyor should support them with documentation knowhow. In this 

way the survey format evolves at each stage and the final questionnaire is 

prepared after the pilot survey. 

 It is important to access the appetite of the city, the political representative and 

the settlement; to include questions that correspond to the outcomes the local 

leaders are expecting from the survey to gain their support. Access the 

information that the municipal officials or local institutions have about the 

settlement and share it with the community to demonstrate how the city officials 

view the settlement.  
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Figure 1: The Household Survey Process 

1.2 The pilot survey- Community Meetings 

Pilot survey is a preliminary piece of data collection conducted before a 

complete survey to test the effectiveness of the community driven enumeration. This 

should be completed before the final survey commences. The intention is to alert the 

surveyor to any difficulties that were not anticipated at the survey proposal stage. To 

achieve this, it is useful to hold community meetings before starting activities such as 

household level survey since they build the credibility of the process and the external 

interventionist or professionals seeking to initiate the process.  Rather than quantitative 

data, these meetings provide qualitative anecdotal information, such as land ownership 

issues, political domination, and history of residential or commercial establishment.  
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These issues are at the forefronts of the minds of the community members who sit in for 

the discussions. The community meetings also provides a forum to introduce what is 

being planned as well as illustrate the link between undertaking surveys and resolving 

community issues. Lastly, as a result of the community meetings, the surveyor is able to 

identify potential community volunteers that can conduct the surveys; link the 

questionnaires to the needs and expectations of the community; shed light on how to 

formulate the questionnaire and which sequence the questions should be asked in. 

It is necessary to recognize potential leaders within a community since the success of 

community led surveys and mapping rests on its leaders.  Thus, it is important to note 

who attends the meetings; look for people who watch or challenge the intervention; 

study the composition of who attends; note which member calls everyone to participate;  

study the dynamics in which the group meeting proceeds. Developing a rapport with the 

different sections of the community, be it women, youth, old people, traditional 

leaderships, or children, is vital since they provide different anecdotal information. 

 

 

1.3 Planning the household survey at settlement level 

On the basis of settlement survey, which was explained in the last module, the planning 

of the household survey is done. The process began when identified volunteers 

undertake different aspects of the survey and simultaneously divide themselves in 

groups to take up a set of activities. Group one undertakes the numbering responsibility; 

Household is a group of people who are legally connected to each other; i.e. if there are 

husband and wife with two children are living in one structure then they are counted as one 

household but if their parents are also sharing the same structure then it is counted as two 

households in one structure.  
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group two draws a rough sketch of the settlement where the numbered household are 

also included; group three makes a list of the names of the occupant of the structures 

with relation to their house number. All the three groups work in co-ordination thereon 

and based on these lists another team then conducts a detailed household interview. 

A simple household questionnaire is formulated in the local language with the input of 

the community.  The questionnaire collects information of all types of structure. Overall 

the questionnaire is developed on the basis of the concerns and conditions of the 

settlement which were addressed at the community meetings. All household surveys 

include the following basic information: 

 Household and Demographic characteristics- Details of all occupants owners 

and renters in each structure, their age, education  sex, present occupation, 

income if working, how they get to work (e.g. walk, bus, train etc.). 

 Family History- Location of district from where they have migrated and place of 

origin, and how they have come to the  present location with dates and 

intermediate locations in other towns, and inside the city. 

 Structural information- The structure is kutcha or pucca further whether its 

ground structure or ground with one storey or two storey and facilities such as 

electricity, water and sanitation etc. is collected. 

 Problems/ Issues faced by families- History and the impacts of evictions, how 

did they come to present location, how did they buy hut, negotiate with kinship 

groups, etc. 
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 Proof of Identity- Documentation they have about their identity as individuals 

and family such as ration card, voters ID, pan card, driving license, shop incense 

etc. 

 Observations of contents of the home: storage space, fuel used for cooking, 

equipment TV, phone, vehicle etc. 

The changes in the questionnaire can be identified during the pilot study. A sample 

questionnaire has been added in the annexure.  

In the initial training session, while designing the questionnaire, both the person giving 

the answers and those documenting have a responsibility to be accurate.  To assure 

accuracy, have five volunteers, with the help of a professional (number can change) 

conduct five interviews;  then have the volunteers check what the other has written and 

recheck one in five or ten survey forms with a random interview.  

 

This is a good time to readjust what is asked how it is asked, and change the order of 

question sequence to improve flow of conversation. 

1.4 House Numbering and Rough Mapping 

The actual household survey begins with numbering and mapping. The numbering to 

the structures is initially done in chalk. The identified volunteers from the settlement 

start hut counting and numbering while community leaders select one point in the 

settlement to initiate the process. The structures are counted as one hut and not with a 

number of families residing inside. The form of numbering is usually 1,2,3,4 and so on. 

Kutcha House: A temporary type of house built with tin sheets, mud or clay. 

Pucca House: A house designed to be solid and permanent which is typically made up of 

concrete, stone, clay tiles and/ or metal.  
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The team is divided into groups of two and given different areas to number. The 

numbering pattern is also decided within the group, i.e. one group starts numbering 

from 1-20 while the other will start from 21-30 and so on. 

The next step in the surveying process is rough mapping and demarcating the 

boundaries of the settlement by the community. Communities mark and measure the 

settlement boundary and map the numbered houses on it. Community residents remain 

involved in this process to confirm that all of the households are included and also to 

stop any possible interference from unappreciative member of the community and/or the 

local politicians.   

Along with the listing of numbers, the name of the occupant of the structure is also 

written down which is referred to while filling the household questionnaire and while 

putting the numbers in paint. 

Once the rough numbering is completed, the community is involved to verify the 

information and to determine if any structure had been left out.  

Plane table survey or total station survey is used to get an accurate measurement of 

each structure and the amenities within the boundary of the settlement. This type of 

survey tool can be used when the scale of the data collection is at ward or city level.  

 

 

 

Plane table survey- Plane table survey is an instrument used for surveying by geographical 

method to make field drawings, charts and maps.  

Total station survey- A total station is an electronic/optical instrument used for more 

accurate measurements in surveying. 
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How to use Household data 

By collecting data from every household, the surveyor is able to accumulate lots of 

information about the settlement, i.e. by extrapolating the income of each household, the 

surveyor can determine how much money is coming into the settlement. This information 

is then presented back to the community to show them how much income there is, what 

they could do with it, how much they could afford to save, and how better to use their 

own resources in their own community. It not only identifies what they can do but also 

what they need to think about, i.e. why the community doesn’t have a toilet? How to 

solve the water situation? This topic is further elaborated in next module. 

1.5  Conducting Household Survey 

The household surveys are conducted through a series of door-to-door interviews with 

whoever is living in the structure. The house numbers given earlier now function as 

interview schedule numbers on the survey forms. This structure of data collection builds 

the relation between the community members. In addition, since the communities 

themselves are collecting the information, the information is accurate. The survey is 

conducted in the community’s local language. The information collected is rich and bring 

out the dynamics of settlement. 

Another advantage of community led data collection is seen when a house is locked, 

then they know why it’s locked or when the family will be available.  The community 

takes the responsibility of returning to get the data from that particular house. 

1.6  Aggregating data by communities 

After the completion of household survey, communities participate in manually creating 

simple tables with the data which is tabulated or in creating spread sheets for further 

analysis of the data. The sample of how to make simple tables is shown in the box 
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below.  Explaining the tabulation to the community is important since the community has 

to understand the significance of the aggregated number.  

The household and individual information is entered into a register which is then 

checked and/or verified by community in order to finalise the data basis. In doing so, 

spellings and personnel data information can be corrected. This is the first important 

verification done by the survey team.  

At a later stage, computerisation and/or use of different software for more complex and 

large amount of data can be explored for analysis. But in all instances the tables is 

shared with the community. 
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Unit 2: Challenges of collecting data and overcoming the obstacles or                  

impediments 

 

2.1 Residents are cynical and refuse to cooperate  

Often when an external interventionist comes in people want to know what’s in it for 

them, what you are going to give them, and there may be a show of disinterest. 

Therefore, it is usually difficult to develop trust since the community’s previous 

experiences with professionals and/or institutions conducting household survey failed to 

return to the community to share data and findings. Thus it is imperative that right from 

the beginning for professionals to share the data, verify the information and being 

transparent with communities at every stage. This also helps to avoid corruption and 

mis-information. 

2.2 Local political representatives are hostile and produce political interference   

This is a common problem in any slum since populated slums equal major vote banks 

for the politicians. The extent to which the local politician should be involved should 

emerge from what the residents feel. Sometimes they may prefer not to involve them, in 

other circumstances they may want to get permission, either way it is useful to develop 

what needs to be done along with the residents. 
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2.3  The interpretation of the purpose of survey  

Often people may believe that the survey is being carried out for obtaining something. 

Residents fear this may lead to evictions, others may not want their renters to be 

documented for fear it will legitimate ether claim on that space, still others may want to 

get two forms filled hoping it will lead to getting two claims. Knowing all this is possible, 

the focus should be do you know about the residents in your community? Are there 

things you can plan to do together if you have better information about each other as a 

group? 
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Unit 3: CASE STUDY: Pavement Dwellers- Struggle for Survival 

 

In Mumbai, many migrants resided 

on pavements unlike a majority of 

migrants who squatted on lands 

owned by private and public land 

owners. Long before the pavement 

dwellers were “recognised” as being 

part of the slum dwellers, they were 

invisible in policy and were never 

surveyed and the locations of their 

clusters mapped. With the city 

undertaking “routine” evictions the 

documentation within the corporation 

assumed there would be no 

pavement dwellers on a given 

pavement, when in fact the very next day they rebuilt their homes there. It was simply 

assumed a new set of people had come, and pavement dwellers were always moving 

from one location to another and so could not be surveyed or censured. 

In the early 1980, some of the founding members of Society for Promotion of Area 

Resource Centres (SPARC) started working with the pavement dwellers living on the 

pavements of Nagpada in Byculla, Mumbai. Discussion with these families traced their 

Typical house at pavement  
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history to different parts of Maharashtra, Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, etc. 

having come to Mumbai to work. The municipality not only ignored them but constantly 

demolished their houses in the hope of evicting them. This lead to a war of attrition 

between the municipality and the community and impoverished the pavement dwellers 

because they kept rebuilding their humble houses. Fighting demolitions and seeking a 

solution to further avoid demolitions is what propelled the pavement dwellers to seek 

help from SPARC. Mahila Milan was formed from the group of women living on these 

pavements thus recognizing the role women play in family and as being part of the 

society in improving lives of their family members.  

Community driven enumeration 

In 1985, the Supreme Court of India gave a judgement that allowed the Municipality to 

evict the pavement dwellers, creating the kind of hysteria and panic in the settlements 

that cut through the apathy and despair. SPARC, together with Mahila Milan started to 

look at ways to deal with this crisis. Everywhere the organization went there were myths 

about pavement dwellers which did not match what they knew to be the reality of how 

the pavement dwellers survived in the city. SPARC and Mahila Milan decided to 

conduct a survey with questions about these pavement dwellers: where did they come 

from, when and why had they come to the city, where they work, and what they did 

before in the village. The intentions behind undertaking a census of these pavement 

families were as follows: Firstly to demonstrate that a census was necessary and could 

be done of the pavement dwellers. Secondly, by involving the communities themselves 

SPARC and Mahila Milan could begin to reflect what to do next and how to use the data 
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for exploring a dialogue with the city. Thirdly, by initially focusing on E ward where most 

pavements were encroached by pavement dwellers and arterial roads where evictions 

would definitely be taken up, the census would document the people who lived there 

prior to eviction if for some reason this process could not halt the evictions. 

Since the pavement dwellers were predominantly in South and Central Bombay, which 

was also the working area of SPARC, SPARC decided to initiate the survey in E Ward 

along the arterial roads of Senapati Bapat Mark, Tulsi Pipe Road, P.D’Mello Road, Reay 

Road, E. Moses Road and Sewri Road.  

What did the survey indicate through its data? 

The results of the survey were dramatic; most of the pavement dwellers were from the 

poorest districts of the country; they were landless agricultural labourers and artisans 

who had no property or assets in the village; some had migrated over 20 years ago (in 

1985), and more than half the pavement dweller population (more than the national 

average) worked, and yet earned less than a minimum wage; most walked to work as a 

means of subsidising their transport costs, so staying near their place of work was 

essential. 

Challenges / impacts of this strategy 

The data challenged the preconceptions held by the various institutions, especially the 

state government.  The state government were forced to recognize pavement dwellers, 

heed to their demand to use similar methods to enumerate all pavement slums, and to 
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treat pavement dwellers as victims of development that the Central Government must 

rehabilitate. 

The most significant impact of the report was on the communities, who began seeing 

themselves as a group with common needs and aspirations and who began to explore 

the possibilities of organising themselves. They saw themselves as ‘not being alone’ 

and the empowerment that results from such an exercise needs to be stressed.  The 

pavement dwellers understood that in political terms if you are not counted then you are 

invisible and cannot ask for your entitlements. Researchers, practitioners at institutions, 

and NGOs, who had hitherto not seen these people as a ‘population’ began to do so in 

addition to including the pavement dwellers as a category among the poor. Interestingly, 

in the past all possible resources allocated by the state to the poor excluded the 

pavement dwellers. Now the demands for their inclusion began, because the survey 

also demonstrated that they were indeed the poorest and the most vulnerable. 

Through this process mapping of all pavement structures, hut-counting ward wise for 

each structure, issuing photo passes to pavement families living in Byculla took off.  

Outcomes  

As a result of the surveys and mapping, 

discussions, explorations, and research on 

how to get housing started. The poor 

illiterate women (collectively known as the 

Mahila Milan) of each settlement in 

Milan Nagar Building 
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realizing the politics of why the pavement dwellers are unable to get land in the city for 

their house, started to develop a strategy to present to the city to overcome this 

problem. Firstly, they located vacant land in the city and raised questions as to why the 

vacant lands were earmarked for the homeless. Secondly, they started to save money 

and started negotiations with the banks to get loans. Thirdly, they designed their future 

home and began a dialogue with professionals to find ways to reduce the cost of the 

house through self-management.  Lastly,   the Mahila Milan began to examine the 

possibility of relocation and its impact on their livelihoods. Mahila Milan presented their 

strategies to the government and Municipal Corporation officials who in turn began to 

accept the logic of their solutions and stopped evictions temporarily with no promises. 

In 1995, the government of Maharashtra passed the Slum Rehabilitation Act in which, 

for the first time, the pavement dwellers were included under the classifications of 

households that were entitled to land for relocation. The Mahila Milan presently has a 

piece of land in Milan Nagar on which they have constructed one building which houses 

88 of the 536 households. The government of Maharashtra and the Municipal 

Corporation of Mumbai has initiated a special policy to plan the relocation of the 20,000 

households whose census the Mahila Milan and NSDF have undertaken in 1995. The 

surveys conducted by the pavement dwellers provided an accurate picture of the 

situation, leading to the efforts of the community to encourage the state government to 

take action.   

An indirect outcome of the pavement dweller’s struggle was that the NSDF became 

known as a movement of community leaders from the slums who fought evictions. In 
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2005 the state of Maharashtra and the city of Mumbai passed a policy to rehabilitate 

pavement dwellers.  Thus, the pavement dwellers associations assisted by the alliance 

are working with government to relocate the pavement dwellers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Milan Nagar Building constructed by MM       Demolition of Pavement Dwellers Houses  
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Figure 2 Tabulation of data 

 Making registers of names for collective checking 

 More complex data base creation for further analysis- use of different software 

for analysis  

 

 

 

Sr
.  
N
o. 

 
Name of the owner 

 
Type of use   

Residential or 
Commercial 

 
Family 
size/ 

Emplo
yees 

Construction  
No. 
of  

Roo
ms 

 
No. of 
Adult 

Earner 

 
Monthly 

HHs 
Income   
(In Rs.) 

 
Year 

Type   
Kucha 

or Pucca 

1 CHANDBADASHAH SAYYED C 3 1987 1 1 1 6000 

2 MOHD.JALIL IBARATALI R 4 1972 2 1 1 8000 

3 AMARJEET HARIPRASAD BARUN C 2 1987 2 1 1 25000 

4 ANJUMAN REHMAN KHAN R 5 1972 2 2 1 25000 
5 VASHIKUR REHMAN KHAN / 

ANJUMAN REHMAN KHAN 
R 8 1972 2 1 1 10000 

6 ANJUMAN REHMAN KHAN R 2 1972 2 1 1 25000 

7 AYESHABEE MOHD.KHAN R 4 1987 2 1 1 3500 

8 SALIYA BABU KHAN R 3 1987 2 1     

9 BABU MOHD.NOOH KHAN C 1 1987 2 1 1 20000 

10 
MOHD.ABRAR MOHD.NABIJAN 
SHEIKH R 3 1995 2 1 1 8000 

11 RAMNAYAN TRIVENI BARUN R 1 1980 2 1 1 12000 

12 DASHRATH TRIVENI BARUN R 1 1980 2 1 1 12000 

13 AMARJEET HARIPRASAD BARUN C 1 1990 2 1 1 25000 

14 TOILET NA NA 1992 2 Z     

15 ALIMUNNISA PIRMOHAMMED KHAN R 6 1997 2 1 1 8000 
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Annexure – Sample Survey formats 

1. Pavement dweller survey  

2. MUTP surveys 

(Attached with the module) 

 


